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The Inconvenient Truth was released on DVD by Paramount Home Entertainment on November 21, 2006 in the United States. For the authorship of this documentary Al Gore won the Nobel Peace Prize in October 2007, an award he shares with the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Al Gore had already
won the Prince of Asturia Award for international collaboration in 2007, as well as the 2006 Oscar for best documentary and best original song I need to wake up to. An inconvenient truth warns of more than a real threat. Some of the information about the offer in the film relates to the last few years. It is explained that 2005 was the hottest
year since atmospheric temperature is measured; that in 2003, the heat surge killed more than 30 000 people in Europe and 1 500 in India; or that if kilimanjaro snow continues to melt at this rate, they could disappear by 2020. The movie chillieslest comes with short-term forecasts: drought, heat waves, climate change, floods, tornadoes...
Although Al Gore has been doing this work since 1989, it is now with the film that his message has spread faster. And now more people have realised the importance of the real involvement of governments in solving this very serious problem. The role that the United States, the most powerful country in the world, plays in all of this is
essential, although, as Al Gore has acknowledged thousands of times, it is one of the most damaging to the environment. The awkward truth combines images of what is already known as the traveling spectacle of global warming with others associated with Al Gore's life, and serves the former vice president's purpose while drawing a
personal portrait of him. The film lets you know the life of this man who gave up his political career after an election in 2000 that was closed with the intervention of the rule of law, and returned to the task in which he had begun his most deaic years at the university, an environmental one. NEW: The recent second part is now available: The
Uncomfortable Sequel to Category Nature Duration 1:32:18 Release Date 10-08-2008 KaratulaAt leave your comment Won 2 Oscars. Another 31 wins &amp; 11 nominations. See more awards » Learn more Edit documentary about the threat that climate change poses on Earth – it has causes, consequences and history and possible
solutions to it. Presented by Al Gore through a lecture that he has given to audiences around the world as well with more introspective moments. Written by Grants Plot Summary Add Annotation Taglines: By far the most terrifying movie you'll ever see. See more » Motion Picture (MPAA) Nomin-ids PG vieglas tematisk-s elementiem Skat-t
visus sertifik-tus ģ Parents Guide: View content advisory ģRediģēt DVD gad-jum, kad filma ir iepakota ir izgatavota no 100% p.rstr.d.t kartona. Skat.t vair.k ģ Kad Al Gore r.da slaidu ledus kodols grafs s.kum.filmu (apm.ram 20 min.tes), uz and ass numuri ir nepareizi - vid.jais ir 0.5, a negat.vie skait.i ir pagriezts. Is grafiks ir pareizs gr.m.;
slaids ir nepareizs un t.p.c maldino. Skat-t vair-k ģ Al Gore: Paskats, ka upes maigi pl'st ar. J.S.I.I.R.I.R.A.S.A.R.I.R.I.S.I.R.I.R.I.R.I.R.S.R.I.R.I.R.I.R.I.R Jas dzirdat putnus; j's dzirdat koku vardes. T.L.S. dzirdat govi. Your j'ti z'li. Dubcai dod mazliet par upes krast. Tas ir kluss; you're going to go mier-gs. A p.k.i. ir p.rnesumu mai.a j.su iek. A
tas ir t'pat k'emot dzi'u elpu un iet, Ak j', is aizmirsu par to. Skatīt vairāk ģI ir nepieciešams Wake Up Veic Melissa Etheridge Music and Lyric ar Melissa Etheridge Produced by Melissa Etheridge un David Cole ©2006 Dziesmas Ridge Road (ASCAP) Pieklājīgi no The Island Def Jam Music Group Skatīt vairāk ģAuja Atsauksmes Edit
Oficiālā vietne [Amerikas Savienotās Valstis] Release Date: 30 June 2006 (ASV) Skatīt vairāk ģ Pazīstams kā: Eine unbequeme Wahrheit Skatīt vairāk ģRediģēt Budžets: $ 1,500,000 (paredzamā) Opening Weekend USA: $ 281,330, 28 maijs 2006 Bruto ASV: $ 24,146,161 Kumulatīv Worldwide Gross: $ 49.782.012 Skatīt vairāk par
IMProDb ģ Lawrence Bender Productions, Dalībnieks Skatīt vairāk ģ Runtime: 96 min Aspect Ratio: 1,85: 1 Skatīt pilnu tehnisko specs ģ Atpakaļ uz Top Al Gore, En uno de los fotogramas de la películas. (Photo: UIP) (Photo: UIP) Updated 12/10/2007 11:52 (CET) EUROPA PRESS VALLADOLID.- The former vice president of the United
States and candidate for president in the last election by the Democratic Party, Al Gore, stars in the feature film An Inconvenient True, in which a scientific analysis is carried out on the causes of climate change and the consequences it will have for the world. The feature film, which is presented in the Official Section of the Seminci out of
competition and which begins with a thank you from Gore to the festival and its director, Juan Carlos Frugone, a mix of excerpts from the lectures the American politician gives around the world with fragments of his personal life, in which he recalls his student days, the serious accident suffered by his six-year-old son, the death of his sister
or the incident with the Florida votes that resulted in his defeat to George Bush in the last election. Surrounded by public and in front of a screen where the process of warming the earth can be visually verified, Gore explains the process of heating the atmosphere, which at first is due to the excess pollution, which causes the rays stay in
this thin layer and increase your temperature. According to the former President, the focus was on his goal that the whole of society can know the consequences of change and habits to cooperate with delays, with persistent CO2 emissions in the atmosphere also contributing to rising temperatures. This situation affects the oceans - rising
temperatures and evaporation of water - which makes there more wind and rain more intense, but also in other parts of the earth, such as poles, where rising temperatures in the north cause the melting of glaciers and detachment from the rock, which in turn means rising sea levels, which will deteriorate significantly from the earth's
surface. In addition to the huge drought affecting much of the Earth's surface, animals would also suffer major consequences because changes affect their way of life and survival, and people would end up being exposed, as is already the case today, to temperatures that have reached 50 degrees in recent years and caused the deaths of
hundreds of people. Al Gore always supports scientific research, Al Gore stresses davis Guggenheim's feature film the need for countries, especially those who do not subscribe to the Kyoto Protocol, to take responsibility for polluting emission reductions, as well as people in their field of action to control energy and water use. Total
collapse After WWF/Adena organised a film documentary on land warming, a round table was held with the Secretary-General of the Ministry of environment, J. Muro Gonzalo Aizpiri, Secretary-General for Pollution Prevention and Climate Change; Professor of Applied Physics at the University of Alcalá and Antonio Ruiz Elvira, Deputy
Environmental Scientist; Mar Asusón, Head of the Aden Climate Change District and specialist journalist at EL MUNDO, Gustavo Catalán Deus. In this meeting, in which all speakers praised the content and reality reflected in the film Uncomfortable Truth and his desire to raise people's awareness, Antonio Ruiz Elvira stressed that climate
change is a huge problem that is presented before the eyes, but that we don't see. Noting that the feature film does not explain the next reality and the consequences of this phenomenon, the physicist warned that the increase in global temperature by more than two degrees and its arrival to the four-degree ceiling caused by crazy
emissions will result in the complete collapse of civilization. Collapse in his view, by disseminating the limited resources available, this could lead to armed conflicts that would destroy everything that had been achieved and accomplished in the last 100 years. There has never been a change like the one now, said an expert who reiterated
that the earth has never undergone similar changes, and that if the severity of this phenomenon is known within 20 years it will take to implement the necessary steps to stop it will be gone. For a small country like Spain, Ruiz de Elvira recommended to lead by example and noted that the current team of the Environment Ministry is fighting
as a jabato for Kyoto proposals to succeed, something that he feels is not the case with other government ministries that do not implement measures such as banning the sale of 4x4 cars or limiting the speed of vehicles to 12 kilometers per hour. Arturo Gonzalo Aizpiri, for his part, highlighted the dramatic horizon that comes on climate
change and the need for institutions with responsibility in this area to implement it in order to offer a strong response to this problem. Reducing emissions While recognising that the Kyoto Agreements are a shy first step in implementing measures around the world, the Minister recalled that the aim is to reduce emissions by 5% and to try
not to increase the temperature by more than two degrees. According to Aizpiri, by reducing emissions by 60 to 80% by a temperature increase of no more than two degrees, he reiterated the government's commitment to the Kyoto Agreements, although it has been put to work too late. A ministry spokesman, who will list some of the
initiatives launched by the executive in this area, highlighted issues such as the fact that Spain is the country that makes up the most homes, but with a low energy quality or Spanish mentality about energy consumption, an attitude considered to be cutre by the young rich. In its view, the most difficult problem is to change the already
consolidated cultural bolts, a mission in which it called for the involvement of all public administrations to ensure that, as is the case this year, everything is going quite well and that business and transport emissions will be reduced. For her part, the WWF/Adena presenter was convinced that Al Gore's film multiplies the effect by a thousand
as the message she tries to convey will reach thousands of people, and she recalled that in Spain temperatures have risen by a degree and a half in the last century, which has led to an increase and thaw in Pyreneic glaciers. Mar Asunción stressed that in Spain energy consumption has increased above the European average and that
emissions have also increased, which means that there is little time to react and to take the necessary measures to address this problem. The launch of new initiatives would also become a new option for sustainable development, as reducing energy consumption means a reduction in imports of oil and electricity from coal, leaving the
possibility of renewable energy. Renewable.
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